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Discover 70 healthy and delicious recipes for your muffin tin!Breakfast in the car? Party without
plates? Perfectly sized portions without cutting or scooping? It's a snap with snacks and meals
made in a muffin tin.Super-Quick Muffin Tin Meals are the new way to eat comfort food without
the calories. Easy-to-make, one-dish cups mean you can make perfectly proportioned meals for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks...for the whole family! And you can enjoy your favorite
comfort foods in guilt-free, smaller helpings. Melanie LaDue dishes up 70 recipes that are no-
fuss and delicious and that get more than muffins from a muffin tin. A few quick tricks and easy
preparation turn classic flavors into standout dishes that make eating and cleanup a treat. Start
your day with Pancake Bites, serve an after-nap treat of S'mores Bites, or create party Caprese
Bites that will make you feel like a superstar. Kids love eating cupcakes for dinner, and now they
can with 70 great recipes complete with nutritional information.Super-Quick Muffin Tin Meals are
perfect for:Breakfast - Grab and GoMain Dishes - Savory and SimpleCooking With Kids - Fun for
the Whole FamilySkinny Muffins: Under 200 calories - Protein-Packed Meals without the
GuiltParties & Entertaining - Finger Food with a FlairSweet Tooth - As If Dessert Could Get Any
More FunHolidays - Special Food for Special Memories



70 Recipes for Perfectly Portioned Comfort Food in a CupMelanie
LaDueINTRODUCTIONChapter 1:BREAKFASTGrab and GoChapter 2:MAIN DISHESSavory
and SimpleChapter 3:PARTIES & HOLIDAYSFinger Food with a FlairChapter 4:SWEET
TREATSAs If Dessert Could Get Any BetterChapter 5:COOKING WITH KIDSFun for the Whole
FamilyChapter 6:HEALTHIER OPTIONSLeaner, Lighter Wise Little
ChoicesINDEXCONVERSION CHARTIntroductionWhen I became a new mom, I had visions of
creating perfect home-cooked meals every night and freshly baked muffins every morning.
Then, reality set in, and all too often I found myself stopping for fast food on my way home from
work. Mealtime, for us, needs to be fast and easy, but delicious (of course).I’m all about easy
food. I just don’t have time to come up with meal ideas that can be prepared and eaten quickly,
and a girl can only come up with so many crock pot meals. My daughter loves to work with me in
the kitchen, which is what gave me a blog post idea for food that can be cooked in a muffin tin
with Crescent Rolls—things she could help me make. As I searched online, I found so many
recipes that were NOT MUFFINS that could be made in a muffin tin, and the roundup for my site,
Reasons To Skip The Housework, came together in a matter of 20 minutes. The response I got
from blog readers about the fabulous recipes they were trying from this one blog post was huge!
I knew I was on to something.So many moms can tell you, it’s just easier to have everything pre-
portioned out and simple to grab and go. You don’t have to be hosting a party to want small, bite-
size food you can eat and walk and occasionally drive with!I don’t have time to make homemade
mashed potatoes or homemade chili or marinara sauce. Luckily, there are many store-bought
brands that do a great job with these. Most of my muffin tin recipes use Crescent Rolls or
Crescent Roll Dough Sheets, and many use refrigerated pizza dough and biscuits, too. These all
can be found in the refrigerated section, next to the cheese or cookie dough, my other favorite
go-to ingredients. I buy in bulk and always have them on hand for a quick, last-minute muffin tin
meal.You don’t have to own dozens of fancy pans and utensils to make muffin tin meals, either.
You’ll need a knife or a small metal spatula, since everything has to be “popped” out of the tins.
You will need a cooling rack and one regular size muffin tin and one mini muffin tin, but that’s
pretty much it. These are simple recipes, using simple ingredients, for simple meal times!
Melanie LaDueChapter 1BREAKFASTI don’t particularly want to be a morning person. But with
a job, husband, child, and pretty much everything in real life after college, I really don’t have
much choice. These muffin tin breakfasts are easy, fast, can often be made ahead of time, and
will get your day off to a good start without having to commit to a sit-down meal. They’re also
perfectly fine for the rare day when there is nothing on the calendar and mom and daughter just
possibly might stay in their jammies until noon. GRANOLA BITESMAKES 24 mini granola
bitesPREP TIME: 20 minutes1 banana (an overly ripe banana is easiest to mash)2 cups (470g)
oatmeal1/4 cup (60g) applesauce2 tablespoons (40g) honey1/2 teaspoon (2.1g) vanilla1/2
teaspoon (1.15g) cinnamon1/8 teaspoon (.3g) nutmeg1/8 teaspoon (.3g) gingerYogurt of
choice, for servingBerries of choice, for serving (optional)Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C). Spray
24 mini muffin cups with cooking spray.Put banana in a medium bowl and mash well. Add



remaining ingredients to the bowl and stir to blend well. Press 1 tablespoon (15g) of mixture into
each mini muffin cup. Bake for 20–25 minutes, until a toothpick comes out clean. Using a knife
or a mini metal spatula, transfer the bites from the cups to a rack to cool. To serve, top with a dab
of yogurt and a berry, if desired.TIP:Add a variety of fruits and nuts to the granola mixture to
make your own variations! BAKED EGGSMAKES 12 whole eggsPREP TIME: 3 minutes12
eggs in their shellsPreheat oven to 325°F (170°C) and prepare a cold water bath.Place 1 egg in
each of 12 regular size muffin cups. Bake eggs for 30 minutes.Wearing oven mitts, remove eggs,
one at a time, from the muffin cups and transfer to the cold water bath. Let eggs cool in the water
for 10 minutes. Peel and eat! BAKED EGGS WITH HERBSMAKES 12 eggsPREP TIME: 5
minutes12 eggsSalt, to tasteFreshly ground black pepper, to taste1 teaspoon (1.3g) fresh basil,
chopped1 teaspoon (1.3g) fresh thyme, choppedHeat oven to 350°F (180°C). Spray 12 regular
size muffin cups with cooking spray.Crack the eggs, one at a time, dropping each into a muffin
cup and discarding shells. Sprinkle the eggs with salt, pepper, and herbs. Bake for 15–20
minutes, until eggs are cooked through.Transfer the tin to a rack and allow the eggs to cool
slightly. Using a knife or a mini metal spatula, carefully pry the eggs out of the tin and transfer to
plates.TIP:Serve the eggs on an English muffin topped with American cheese, or serve with
bacon and fruit for the perfect breakfast! Dried herbs are a great option when you don’t have
fresh herbs. CHEESY SAUSAGE SCRAMBLED EGGSMAKES 10 egg cupsPREP TIME: 15
minutes10 large eggs1 cup (110g) cooked ground sausage1 cup (120g) shredded cheese, such
as cheddar, Colby Jack, or mozzarellaFreshly ground black pepper, to tastePreheat oven to
350°F (180°C). Spray 10 regular size muffin cups with cooking spray.Crack the eggs into a
medium bowl, add 1 tablespoon (15ml) of water, and scramble with a fork until well mixed. Fill
muffin cups half full with egg mixture. Top egg mixture with sausage and cheese, dividing it
equally among cups, and season with pepper. Bake 20–25 minutes, until eggs are cooked
through. (When eggs bounce back to the touch, they’re ready!)Using a knife or a mini metal
spatula, lift eggs out of tin and transfer to plates. Serve immediately.TIP:Add finely chopped
spinach, bell peppers, and mushrooms to the egg mixture for a heartier egg muffin! HASH
BROWN CUPSMAKES 12 servingsPREP TIME: 10 minutes
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DisneyDenizen, “A COMPARISON OF FOUR BESTSELLING MUFFIN COOKBOOKS (with an
eye towards gluten free and vegetarian). Recently I've rediscovered my love of baking. (I still hate
cooking.) I bought: - 2 AmazonBasics Nonstick Carbon Steel Muffin Pans (12 cups each) - 1
OXO Good Grips Large Cookie Scoop (works perfectly!) - Reynolds Foil Cupcake Liners - 24
Packs of 32 Liners (good price!)After playing around with blueberry muffins and banana muffins
and orange muffins and pumpkin muffins and chocolate chip pumpkin muffins and chocolate
muffins and chocolate chocolate chip muffins, and cornbread muffins, I decided I wanted to
expand my horizons. The impetus? A perfect grab-and-go meal for my grab-and-go kids.MY
OBJECTIVE: Find the best muffin cookbook for meals. I wanted something more interesting than
what I'd been doing: a meal in a muffin! Because I run a gluten-free household, I also need to be
able to make the muffins gluten-free, by adjusting the recipes as needed. We are also
vegetarian. Finally, I consider a “quick and easy” meal to be something I can throw together in 5
minutes, not 30, so that will definitely factor in! There is a real limit to how much time I want to
spend in the kitchen.So I researched muffin cookbooks and then bought the four bestselling
muffin cookbooks on Amazon. This review is of all four books.SUPER-QUICK MUFFIN TIN
MEALS (Melanie LaDue)- 70 recipes divided into: - Breakfast - Main Dishes - Parties &
Holidays - Sweet Treats - Cooking With Kids - Healthier OptionsThat last one seems like an
especially important option given what I read in the Introduction: “Most of my muffin recipes use
Crescent Rolls or Crescent Roll Dough Sheets, and many use refrigerated pizza dough and
biscuits, too.” Not only are these not especially healthy options, but these easy-to-use items do
not currently exist in a gluten-free version.Overall, these are in fact super quick meals. There are
exceptions; I really can't see myself layering lasagna noodles into a muffin tin! The main meals
are not at all suitable for my family, as they are heavy on meat and the above-listed ingredients.
Some recipes appear pointless, such as baking whole eggs when you can just boil them, or
obvious, such as playing a scoop of ice cream into a cupcake liner and serving with
toppings.PROS:- Most meals are indeed super quick.- Some of the breakfast meals show
promise.- Gorgeous photos.CONS:- There's an awful lot of “serve immediately”, which kind of
defeats the purpose.- The author seems not to have grasped the value of cupcake liners, which
is critical for easy cleanup.- Nutrition takes a backseat.- The extreme overreliance on
prepackaged dough makes this book unsuitable for the gluten-free diet; I had not anticipated this
dilemma.- Most Main Meals are similarly not adaptable for a vegetarian diet.RATING:- Overall:
4- For My Purposes: 2There's just not enough there for me to work with.QUICK AND EASY
MUFFIN TIN MEALS (Melanie La Due again)Different cover. Different title.Exact same book!DO
YOU KNOW THE MUFFIN PAN? (Amy Fazio)- 100 complicated recipes divided into: -
Breakfast - Appetizers - Side Dishes - Main Dishes - DessertRecipes are by and large rather
complicated. I'm looking for quick and easy portable muffin tin meals. I don't want to spend a
great deal of time in the kitchen preparing them. With some of these recipes, I didn't recognize



ingredients. With others, I didn't even recognize the name! Here are some sample recipes:- Mini
Buffalo Chicken Meatloaf with Creamy Blue Cheese Mashed Potatoes- Mini Albondigas Tortas
with a Roasted Tomato Cilantro Dipping Sauce- Brown Butter Sage Sweet Potato Puffs with
Goat Cheese and Roasted GrapesClearly, this is not the cookbook I am looking for.In terms of
gluten, many recipes call for pre-packaged dough of some sort. But mostly the recipes are just
so complex that I wouldn't attempt them, even if I felt that the mandated time were justified.
Recipes are also quite heavy on meat.PROS:- Suitable for gourmet chef.- Gorgeous detailed
recipes.- Gorgeous photos.- The introductory material contained some informative tidbits,
specifically that all recipes consist of one of the following 3 formulations:1. muffin pan + wrapper
+ filling2. muffin pan + binder + filling3. muffin pan + filling + freezerWrapper = dough, tortillas,
English muffin, bacon, etc.Binder = eggs, potatoes, cheese- I walked away from this book with
the realization that I, too, could fabricate muffin tin recipes. Maybe that's really what I need to
do.CONS:- Complex meals.- Overreliance on pre-packaged dough.- Heavy on the meat.-
Cupcake liners are again not used. If I don't want to spend all day cooking/baking, I certainly
don't want to spend all day cleaning out muffin trays!RATING:- Overall: 5- For My Purposes:
1There's just no recipe in this cookbook that I would even attempt.THE ORIGINAL MUFFIN TIN
COOKBOOK (Brette Sember)- 200 recipes divided into: - Appetizers and Snacks - Breakfast -
Beef and Pork - Chicken and Turkey - Seafood - Potatoes, Rice, Pizza, and Pasta -
Vegetables - Muffins and Breads - DessertsI literally did not find one single recipe in this book
that I was interested in trying or even modifying. When I found something that sounded
interesting, I was immediately put off by either ingredients (prepackaged pie crust or 2 sticks of
butter, etc.) or the cooking process.PROS:- Recipes are listed in the detailed Table of Contents.-
The chapter headings made it possible for me just to skip whole sections like “Chicken and
Turkey”.- The use of cupcake liners is mentioned on page 1.CONS:- No pictures at all.- Title is
misleading. It can't be the “original” Muffin Tin Cookbook. It was published in 2019.- Advice to
“spray” disposable aluminum liners with cooking spray or use a paper liner is nonsensical and
makes me question the entire book.- This gets worse: “Foil liners are a paper liner fitted inside a
foil outer liner. It's important to keep the paper liners inside the foil liners when using them. The
paper keeps food from touching metal, and the foil keeps everything together and holds in
moisture.” Total poppycock! Reynolds Wrap places paper liners between the foil liners so they
won't stick together. The company expressly states that the foil liners are to be used on their
own, but that you can also use the paper liners to bake, since the paper liners used to separate
the foil liners are the exact same product as their actual paper liners. (I researched this a few
weeks ago.) I have used both and found that recipes that are heavy on oil do not well in the
paper liners, so I reserve those for things like banana bread muffins. The idea of your food not
touching metal? What about if you bake directly in the pan? Or use aluminum foil? Or a frying
pan? Or a baking sheet? Again, all of this misinformation in the introductory materials makes me
uneasy.- A number of these recipes are not portable! They are literally just cooking veggies in
individual muffin cups, but without using a wrapper or binder (as we learned is mandatory from



the last book!).- There are errors. The “Dirty Blonde Brownie” recipe calls for “1 cup flour”
followed by “1 cup flour”. Then the directions say, “Add flours, salt, and baking powder, and mix.”
Please see photo.RATING:- Overall: 3- For My Purposes: 1Maybe it was because of the lack of
photos, but there was not a single recipe in this book that I wanted to try.”

Helen Highwater, “Remarkable collection of bite-sized recipes.. Loads of good recipes in here. I
discovered the book by accident when I visited a friend and found his girlfriend had bought it for
him for Christmas. He had made a couple of the recipes, they were very tasty, so I scanned the
barcode and ordered my own copy right there.Most of the recipes are fairly simple to make and
don't require a lot of ingredients. There are naturally a few exceptions but it's pretty clear from
reading the recipes which are going to be a 10-minute job and which are more involved.I think
I've tried a dozen or so of the recipes, and enjoyed every one of them. There are a few that I'd
adjust a little to taste (for example the garlic dough balls are better with garlic powder rather than
garlic salt, in my opinion) but even then as a baseline it's a really good place to start.”

Jacqulyne, “Great wedding shower gift. This was part of a wedding shower gift for my daughter.
She loves to cook and try out new recipes. She was very excited to get this and is looking
forward to making Muffin Tin meals. Her and her husband are professionals and live a very busy,
hectic life, so I am hopeful that these quick meals will give her a few nights to just rest and take it
easy.”

Jamie Irwin, “Good variety. This book has a good selection of foods to choose from and the
recipes are easy to follow and simple to make.”

Paula, “Great book!. My mom had this and I loved it! So glad to finally have my own copy.”

Angela, “Great cookbook!. This book has such easy and good recipes! I am so very happy that I
purchased it. Not a lot of ingredients buts very happy about that because sometimes less is
more! Great purchase!”

Ernestine Limestall, “INDIVIDUAL SERVINGS FOR SOCIAL EVENTS. It has been a pleasure to
leaf through this nice book. I shall enjoy using it for my ladies luncheons and meetings.
Individual servings are just right to serve . The paper back quality is just right for in my cook
book shelf.”

Mark White, “Fun cooking. Some great ideas”

Mark Smith, “... is a gift and I’m sure the recipient will love it. Having a quick browse through it.
This book is a gift and I’m sure the recipient will love it. Having a quick browse through it, the
photos are lovely and the recipes all look fun and pretty simple. So many varieties of meals all by



using muffin tins! I’m sure the book will be a hit!”

Suzie Q, “Good recipes. Nice color pictures. Good recipes.”

Helen, “Such a great idea bought one for my daughter and one for .... Such a great idea bought
one for my daughter and one for myself. Interesting recipes you can adjust to your liking.”

The book by Melanie LaDue has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 99 people have provided feedback.
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